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Introduction
A tremendous change in online transaction has been accompanied with equal
rise of security attacks against online payment systems. Some of these
attacks are carried by using disclosed vulnerabilities on online resource
about online payment applications and systems. Other attacks have used
vulnerabilities that are common in any web application, such as SQL
injection or cross-site scripting. The different types of vulnerabilities
discussed here are SQL injection, cross-site scripting, information
disclosure, path disclosure, price manipulation, and buffer overflows.
Successful exploitation of these vulnerabilities can lead to a wide range of
results. Information and path disclosure vulnerabilities will typically act as
initial stages leading to further exploitation. SQL injection or price
manipulation attacks could compromise confidentiality, and in worst cases
cause the e-commerce business to shut down completely.

Vulnerabilities
There are a number of reasons why security vulnerabilities arise in shopping
cart and online payment systems. The reasons are not exclusive to these
systems, but their impact becomes much greater simply because of the
financial nature of the transactions.
One of the main reasons for such vulnerabilities is the fact that web
application developers are often not very well compatible with secure
programming techniques.
In a number of cases, we've found that e-commerce sites tout their 128-bit
SSL certificates as proof that their sites are well secured but still some
loopholes always been there in applications.
There are some common security vulnerabilities that have been discovered
in shopping cart and online payment systems which we will discussed from
next paragraph.
SQL Injection

SQL injection refers to the insertion of SQL meta-characters in user input,
such that the attacker's queries are executed by the back-end database.
Typically, attackers will first determine if a site is vulnerable to such an
attack by sending in the single-quote (') character. The results from an SQL
injection attack on a vulnerable site may range from a detailed error
message, which discloses the back-end technology being used, or allowing
the attacker to access restricted areas of the site because he manipulated the
query to an always-true Boolean value, or it may even allow the execution of
operating system commands.
SQL injection techniques differ depending on the type of database being
used. In its default configuration, MS SQL server runs with Local System
privileges and has the 'xp_cmdshell' extended procedure, which allows
execution of operating system commands.
The most publicized occurrences of this vulnerability were on the ecommerce sites of Guess.com and PetCo.com .
Vulnerable Shopping carts:
• VP-ASP Shopping Cart
• IGeneric Free Shopping Cart
• Web Merchant Services Storefront Shopping Cart

Price Manipulation
This is a vulnerability that is almost completely unique to online shopping
carts and payment gateways. In the most common occurrence of this
vulnerability, the total payable price of the purchased goods is stored in a
hidden HTML field of a dynamically generated web page. An attacker can
use a web application proxy such as Achilles to simply modify the amount
that is payable, when this information flows from the user's browser to the
web server. Shown below is a snapshot of just such a vulnerability that was
discovered in one of the penetration testing assignments of mine.

Here an attacker can change the final payable price
(currency=Rs&amount=879.00) to a value of his choice. This
information is eventually sent to the payment gateway with whom the online
merchant has partnered. If the volume of transactions is very high, the price
manipulation may go completely unnoticed, or may be discovered too late.
Vulnerable Shopping carts:
• 3D3 ShopFactory Shopping
• Smartwin Technology's CyberOffice Shopping Cart 2.0.
Buffer overflows
Buffer overflow vulnerabilities are not very common in shopping cart or
other web applications using Perl, PHP, ASP, etc. However, sending in a
large number of bytes to web applications that are not geared to deal with
them can have unexpected consequences. In My one of the penetration
testing assignment, it was possible to disclose the path of the PHP functions

being used by sending in a very large value in the input fields. See the
snapshot is shown below.

Using this error information it was possible to access the restricted 'admin'
folder. From the structure of the web site and the visible hyperlinks there
would have been no way to determine that there existed the 'admin' directory
within the 'func' sub-directory below the main $DocumentRoot.
Vulnerable Shopping carts:
• PDGsoft shopping cart
Cross-site scripting

XSS vulnerability is one of common vulnerability found in many web
applications. An attacker can exploit this vulnerability to get cookies of
session on any web application. By analyzing these cookies an attacker can
get login information of users on the web application. XSS is basically a

client side attack. An attacker can add his own contents to the webpage by
exploiting XSS Vulnerability at the client side.
A typical XSS attack URL would look like this:
http://www.vulnerablesite.com/search.php?keywords=&
lt;script>alert("Hacked by banna")&lt;script>. In this
case, when the victim clicks on this link, a message box with the text
"Hacked by banna" will open up on his system.
In most cases, the attacker would craft the URL in order to try and steal the
user's cookie, which would probably contain the session ID and other
sensitive information.
However, the JavaScript can also be used to redirect the user to a site that
looks similar to the original web site (clone website) and requests the user to
enter sensitive information such as his authentication details for that web
site, or his credit card number or social security number. A related attack is
shown below:

Remote command execution
The most devastating web application vulnerabilities occur when the CGI
script allows an attacker to execute operating system commands due to
inadequate input validation. This is most common with the use of the
'system' call in Perl and PHP scripts.

Vulnerable Shopping carts:
• Pacific Software's Carello Shopping Cart
• Hassan Consulting's Shopping Cart

Weak Authentication and Authorization
Authentication mechanisms that do not prohibit multiple failed logins can be
attacked using tools such as Brutus. Similarly, if the web site uses HTTP
Basic Authentication or does not pass session IDs over SSL (Secure Sockets
Layer), an attacker can sniff the traffic to discover user's authentication
and/or authorization credentials.
Countermeasures:
Developer side:
•
•
•
•

Use proper input validation
Proper sanitizing of input values
Update webserver with security patches.
Keep your support lists private-it may leak the information about
reported vulnerability to outside user.
• Use secured programming techniques.

User Side:
•
•
•
•

Use strong password
Don’t click on suspected links.
Install anti phising toolbar to web browser
Update machine with internet security softwares.
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